
Conferences

A business trip in Greece combines benefits of the  natural beauty you get to witness with
accommodation, technical knowledge and supreme hospitality. The sun is shining 330 days
a year and the services are of high level. Comfort and fun along with the exceptional
accommodation, latest equipment for every kind of event, exceptional organising and
secretarial support by specialized employees. Greece has organized european summits,
great events, festivals, international conferences and of course the Athens olympic games
in 2004, having acquired huge experience.  

Conventional tourism in Athens 

Attiki is a place of big differences and a modern european province that can satisfy every
need.  Starting from iconic buildings such as the Music Hall, Zappeio and the luxurious
rooms of the historic hotels in the center or the beautiful Athens Riviera to the Peace and
Friendship Stadium, the former olympic estates of Badminton, Tae kwo do but also
Technopolis Gazi, Athens as a european metropolis offers all a modern traveller desires for
his own professional purposes.

Combine the reason that brought you here with tours around the museums and sightseeing
in the historic centre of Athens, ancient or contemporary. Taste the food in awarded
restaurants, have fun at the most popular beach bars alongside the beach Faliro-Sounio,
take up sea sports, yachting or visits to the extraordinary islands of Argosaronikos with the
old mansions and alleys, almost one hour away from the shore.

Conventional Tourism in Western Greece

Western Greece is a european province which is on the fast lane of development. Rich in
historic locations like Ancient Olympia and Delphi, natural beauties like Strofilia forest or
Vouraikos Canyon but also the luxurious hotels. Having the historic city of Patras as the
centre of attention, the so called Gate to the West, hosting a convention in Western Greece



offers the privilege of combing business and pleasure with unforgettable exoeriences.
Whether you are interested in hiking, dining at a restaurant with view of the emblematic
Rio-Antirio Bridge, or feel the awe of the Sacred Place of Mesologgi, Western Greece is ideal
for you.

Conventional tourism in Thessaloniki

Thessaloniki is perhaps the most important Balkan city, with great accomodation. The city
hosts international conventions every year, exhibitions and events of every kind, the
international film festival as well as the International Exhibitions of Thessaloniki. The city is
awake 24/7 and the are in-numerous choices for leisure. Amazing food and fun, museums,
cosmopolitan walkways, designer stores for shopping and the New Beach, a collection of
theme gardens by the sea, true examples of spatial reconstruction. Only a few miles away,
one can visit the archaeological sites,  Philippes, ancient Dion, Vergina, where all the glory
of ancient Macedonia of Philippe and Alexander the Great unfolds. Ideal destinations for a
day or two.

Conventional tourism in the rest of Greece

In every corner of Greece, you can find large, luxurious and awarded hotel facilities at
wonderful locations by the sea or mountain of wild beauty, available throughout the year
for conventions, meetings and company seminars. Western Messinia, Rhodes, Crete,
Ioannina, Chalkidiki, Corfu, each place has some different to offer in terms of activities,
leaving the matter of quality and loyalty of the people working there, non- negotiable.
There are airports with international connections and national roads or bridges linked to
european networks, that assure safe and easy transport for the closest sites.
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